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Thank you for your interest in the Space Clearing Certification Program offered by the 

Conscious Design Institute and Renae Jensen, FSII 

Space Clearing/Harmonizing is a vital part of maintaining healthy space, and has been part of our human 

culture and practice for thousands of years. Home Blessings, Spring Cleaning, New Years ceremonies, 

Spirit Cleansing.. we are familiar with rituals associated with cleansing space. As we work to maintain a 

healthy body, mind and spirit, we must allow our homes to have a cleanse; refresh and reset its energy and 

intentions. We can apply new paint, beautiful furnishings and feng shui techniques, but it is like " putting 

clean clothes on a dirty body".  Our homes’ matrix, energy fields, history, trauma, and more are a level of 

congestion that can be shifted.  

I grew up with these techniques with a Greek/Italian background and have been blessed to have studied 

and trained for many years in the field. My professional field of Conscious Design and Real Estate has 

brought me hundreds of clients - with issues ranging from illness, negative luck, houses that refuse to sell,  

spirits attached to the space, romance problems, and children out of sorts. Space Clearing has been a vital 

part of the process, and I have seen the value of it.  

 

That is why the Conscious Design Institute has created an intensive certification program in Space 

Clearing.  Classes will be taught by myself, Renae Jensen and Space Alchemist Sandy Humby.  

Special Guest instructors, experts in their fields, are invited in to offer depth to the program. We will offer 

lots of practice : on-site, personal, remote and map clearing. We highlight graduates on the Institute 

website, as well as offer a  private Facebook page for students to share their experiences and ask 

questions . For more information, feel free to contact me.  

 

Blessings, 

Renae Jensen, FSII 

Conscious Design Institute 

908 797-5225    

 Programs@consciousdesigninstitute.com 
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Space Clearing Professional Certificate-  2020 Intensive 

The  Conscious Design Institute has created an intensive and integral certification program in Space 

Clearing.  In 2020 our classes will be taught by myself and invited guest instructors   to share knowledge, 

experience and wisdom with us.  We will offer lots of practice, on-site, personal, remote and map clearing. 

The October 2020 Program is a one week intensive.  This Intensive format is designed for those that are 

not near the New Jersey area, and would like to travel and complete their training in one intense timeframe. 

The Certification takes place over one week, where we will experience in depth classes, live space clearing 

consultations, independent work and mentoring. Two Onsite Clearings will be required, and we will always 

have an ample selection of spaces that ask for help !  Reading and Independent work/projects will be 

required. Map and Remote work will be required.  We want to equip you with a lot of knowledge, practice, 

and support.    You will join our elite team of Conscious Design Space Clearing Professionals, and have a 

private facebook group to share experiences, ask advice and team up on special projects.  You will be 

required to read and sign the Conscious Design Institute student ethics and promise.  You will receive a 

listing on the Conscious Design Institute as a Space Clearing Professional. 

 

For those that can only attend the first weekend classes,  you can complete Space 

Clearing part 1 & 2 and  begin your journey on the path of Space Clearing professional. 

The course will cover : 

Space clearing history,  Ethics & Protocols, Techniques & Tools 

Herbs, Smoke, Salt, Sage, Sound, Resin, Oils/Sprays , Altars, Stones 

Energy Awareness & Management  Grounding, Sensitizing, Protection, 

Reading a Space, Dowsing,  Stagnant Energy, Spirits & Entity Energy 

Releasing,  Shields, Programming, Map Clearing, Remote Work, and more. 

 

You will be learning various techniques &  have lots of practice.   

There are  required online classes – included in your cost -  

Sandy Humby’s series on Space Alchemy – Earth Grids – Spirit – Energy 

David Price Francis-s 4 part series on Energy Mapping  

You will resonate to your own style and system, as we learn and unfold various  

techniques from around the world.  It is all about cleansing space and allowing fresh, new 

balanced energy to embrace health, wealth and joy.    

 



 

This course will certify you as a professional space clearing consultant.   It is a very  

unique calling, and one that “calls to you”.     Conscious Design Institute recognizes the 

extreme value of this art and science and is proud to present this program in our quest to 

make the world a sounder, safer space for all.  Upon completion you will also receive 9 

Conscious Design Mastery Credits towards our Mastery Designation.  

 

 

 

 

Intensive Dates:  Octob er 10 – 14 2020 

 

Location:  Conscious Design Institute    

                at the Hope Wellness Center 2 Walnut Street, Hope NJ 07844 

Contact:   RenaeJensen@gmail.com    908-797-5225 

Cost of Program:   $1299.00   includes online classes, intensive week, and materials.   

Travel, lodging and meals are on your own.  

 We will provide information. 

This class is limited to 12 students.  

 No refunds on this program. 

Student Ethics must be signed.  

 

  We hope you join us as future Space Clearers!  
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2020  Conscious Design  Space Clearing  Program    We will cover:  

Welcome to Space Clearing !   

Grounding – Ethics -  History of Space Clearing – Techniques – Personal Space Clearing 

Your Clearing Kit  and Tools  of the Trade 

 

 Energy Awareness and Management  Important Protocols:    Practice working with our Hands 

Basic Energy Management:  When and Why we Space Clear – What’s in a Home 

 Reading a Home  -  Pendulum Work  Clearing  & ReProgramming  Incense and Smoke – Live Practice 

 

Island Space Clearing Day  includes and Island Lunch 

Hoʻoponopono ,  Creating Altars ,  Holy Water, Consecrating Salt 

Space Clearing from the Island culture,  Bells, Flowers, Color,  Practice 

 

Professional Preparation for a Job ,   

Prepare for On site Job 

 Protection,  Feathers, Crystals, Mandala, Drums,  Smudging 

 

Remote Clearing and Map Dowsing 

        Working to remove blocks and shifting energy.  Homes not selling       Sacred Geometry 

Nature in Space Clearing  

            Offerings,  Shifting energy in Space: Sprays ,   Herbs , Greek and Feng Shui techniques,               

   

Essential Oils and Stones for Protection and Clearing    

 

Energy Management – lots of this !  This is a vital tool in staying safe and grounded. ! 

 

Prayers , Saints and the Rosary in Space Clearing  - Phyllis McGeehan    

Spirit Connection,   Mudras, Symbols     

                Vision Journey,  Yin/Yang, Reiki 

Space Clearing and Balancing with Sound  

 Experience and use sound as a valuable space clearing tool.   

 



  Online Classes that are a valuable part of our training 

From the United Kingdom –Sandy Humby, Space Alchemist 

Eight Incredible Online classes 

Space Alchemy,  Earth Energies,  Spirit Energies,  Energy Management 

Energy Mapping Series with David Price Francis  

 

Live Consultations 

There is nothing more vital and educational than experiencing a real space clearing job. 

We will have a minimum of 2 onsite consultations where we will go together as a group, and  

evaluate, read, cleanse and harmonize the space.     
 

Testimonials: 
In the Spring of 2016, I had the privilege of becoming a Certified Space Clearing Professional through 

Renae Jensen  of  the  Conscious Design Institute. 

This extremely sensitive work was taught by one of the finest, and most experienced teachers I have had 

the honor of working with… Renae Jensen has designed a comprehensive, all- inclusive curriculum, 

encompassing the many modalities used in cleansing, harmonizing, and rebalancing space. 

Each lesson, addressing the many facets that are experienced, was presented in word and in type for our 

reference. Demonstrations, as well as active participation, were utilized in creating a firm respect, and 

understanding. Specialized Practitioners also accompanied Renae during some of the sessions,  providing 

us a full palette to use in our own work. 

I highly recommend this fascinating course, and I’m  so very grateful for the knowledge attained. It will be an 

invaluable piece in your toolbox, pulled to use in every avenue of life.   

Phyllis Alise McGeehan    " THOUGH THE EYES OF THE SOL" 

 

Class was amazing.   You put so much love and beauty in the details. 

 I am so grateful. 

Dona H. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Conscious Design Institute Space Clearing Classes 
 

 

 

 Space Clearing April Intensive Certification 

 

 $1299.00 

             DEPOSIT   

            TOTAL:     

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER : Mail to: PO Box 430, Hope, NJ 07844 

 Paypal to Renae@designharmony.com -  Credit cards available   

Attendee Name:  

 

 

Mailing Address: 

 

  

 Email:  

 

 Phone #  

 

I Have read and signed the Student Enrollment and Ethics Statement  _____________________ 

 

Please sign me up for the Conscious Design Institute Space Clearing Professional Certification Program 

 

 

Signature  ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



Conscious Design Institute  

Space Clearing Student :   Enrollment and Ethics 

 

I _______________________________ am enrolling in the Conscious Design Institute 

Space Clearing Certificate Program.    I understand that the completion of this course 

requires attending the classes and completing the  homework and assignments.     I am free to 

discontinue the program at any time.   The registration fee is non-refundable, and will hold my 

space to make up any missed classes in a following certification session in the next year. 

I promise to maintain the privacy of others in the class and circle and not to repeat or share any 

personal information outside the group.  

I promise to respect the instructors and other students, be a good listener and remain open to 

the information offered.   I will maintain an open mind and heart and be a vessel for the 

information.   I promise to respect clients and their privacy on any consultations and to only 

share information with other students at the proper times as directed by the instructor.    

 

I will work from the light and with the light, and will always strive to “ do no harm”. 

Please Enroll Me  

Name 

 

Address 

 

 

Phone & Email 

 

 

Signature   

 

 

Conscious Design Institute – Renae Jensen 

Mail to: PO Box 430, Hope NJ 07844  or email Renae@designharmony.com 


